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The Penguin Jazz Guide 2010-11-04 the penguin guide to jazz recordings is firmly established as the world s
leading guide to recorded jazz a mine of fascinating information and a source of insightful often wittily
trenchant criticism this is something rather different brian morton who taught american history at uea has
picked out the 1000 best recordings that all jazz fans should have and shows how they tell the history of
the music and with it the history of the twentieth century he has completely revised his and richard cook s
entries and reassessed each artist s entry for this book the result is an endlessly browsable companion that
will prove required reading for aficionados and jazz novices alike it s the kind of book that you ll yank off the
shelf to look up a quick fact and still be reading two hours later fortune part jazz history part jazz karma
sutra with cook and morton as the knowledgeable urbane wise and witty guides this is one of the great books
of recorded jazz the other guides don t come close irish times
The Penguin Guide to Jazz Recordings 2006 14 000 cds reviewed 2 000 new discs in this edition more than 500
new artist listings the penguin guide to jazz recordingsis now firmly established as the world s leading guide to
recorded jazz for this eighth edition richard cook and brian morton have once again reassessed and updated each
entry whether you re looking for the best new cds or finding out which are the essential jazz albums for
downloading this book is the perfect companion it is a mine of information and a source of insightful witty
trenchant criticism that is required reading for jazz aficionados and novices alike
The Penguin Guide to Jazz on CD 2000 now fully updated the critically acclaimed guide to the world of jazz on
cdwhere can you find a complete set of ella fitzgerald s many songbook recordings who are the influences of
wynton marsalis harry connick jr and joshua redman what are the earliest available recordings of trumpeter
chet baker leading critics richard cook and brian morton answer these and myriad other questions in the penguin
guide to jazz on cd the most comprehensive critical guide to jazz recordings available
The Penguin Guide to Jazz on CD. 2000 now fully updated the critically acclaimed guide to the world of jazz
on cd where can you find a complete set of ella fitzgerald s many songbook recordings who are the influences of
wynton marsalis harry connick jr and joshua redman what are the earliest available recordings of trumpeter
chet baker leading critics richard cook and brian morton answer these and myriad other questions in the penguin
guide to jazz on cd the most comprehensive critical guide to jazz recordings available
The Penguin Guide to Jazz on CD, LP, and Cassette 1992 updated with revised artists entries the fourth edition
of this esteemed guide includes listings for over 10 000 discs musical and biographical details and
authoritative critical ratings
Penguin Guide to Jazz on CD LP and Cassette 1994 14 000 cds reviewed 2 000 new discs in this edition more
than new artist listings the penguin guide to jazz recordingsis now firmly established as the world s leading
guide to recorded jazz a mine of fascinating information and a source of insightful often wittily trenchant
criticism for this completely revised ninth edition richard cook and brian morton have reassessed each artist s
entry and updated the text to incorporate thousands of additional cds the result is an endlessly browsable
companion that will prove required reading for aficionados and jazz novices alike artist biographies full line
ups given authoritative critical ratings throughout includes the authors personal selection of the essential
recordings for every collection full index of artists
The Penguin Guide to Jazz on Compact Disc 1998 independent books of the year this completely new edition of
the penguin guide reviews the 1000 best classical albums issued and reissued over the past five decades many of
which dominate the catalogue because of their sheer excellence irrespective of recording dates more
comprehensive than ever before it indicates key recordings on cd dvd and enhanced sacd including those in
surround sound if you want the finest available version of any major classical album you will find it listed
and assessed in these pages ranging from long established albums to the newest releases the latest edition
represents the cream of the international repertoire and has all the information you need to select the finest
classical music available
The Penguin Guide to Jazz Recordings 2008 covers more than eighteen thousand recordings and more than 1 700
musicians from across the jazz spectrum and includes a history of the different types of jazz the evolution of
jazz instruments and essays on styles
Penguin Guide to Jazz on CD LP and Cassette 1994 a concise history of jazz the noteworthy composers and
musicians from jelly roll morton and thelonious monk to miles davis and charles mingus major performers from
louis armstrong and ella fitzgerald to nat king cole and duke ellington classic songs and compositions the
most influential recordings of all time a complete guide to jazz terminology and lingo valuable resources for
the curious listener
The Penguin Guide to Jazz on CD 2000 richard cook with brian morton of the penguin guide to jazz on cd takes
the reader on a tour of the musical terrain past and present richard cook s jazz encyclopedia is at once a
rivetingly opinionated a to z of every major figure from louis armstrong to john zorn a clear guide to the
various techniques and styles ranging from boogie woogie to scat singing and a witty dictionary of terms
whether explaining the meaning of ghost bands harmolodies or vocalese book jacket
The Penguin Jazz Guide 2010 from its roots in the american south to today s world stage the journey of the
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blues has encompassed countless artists and recordings but how can you find the best of them the penguin guide
to blues recordingsis a uniquely informative insightful and easy to use guide through the jungles of the record
shop and the online music store it surveys the recorded work of more than a thousand blues artists from
towering figures of the past like charley patton bessie smith and robert johnson to stars of the modern era
such as b b king buddy guy and stevie ray vaughan providing crisp expert and witty reviews of almost six
thousand cds whether you re a blues aficionado or just starting a collection this is required reading
The Penguin Guide to the 1000 Finest Classical Recordings 2011-09-29 here are sixty odd years of recorded
jazz brillaintly reviewed in one essential source covering more than 4 000 currently available jazz albums this
long needed work will remain the standard reference in the field for years to come
All Music Guide to Jazz 2002 a dictionary arrangement of over 1 600 entries on terms and performers
The NPR Curious Listener's Guide to Jazz 2002-08-06 the most comprehensive guide to jazz and blues
recordings in print including reviews of more than ten thousand albums an essential book for any music fan s
library
Richard Cook's Jazz Encyclopedia 2005 the art of jazz explores how the expressionism and spontaneity of jazz
spilled onto its album art posters and promotional photography and even inspired standalone works of fine art
everyone knows jazz is on the cutting edge of music but how much do you know about its influence in the visual
arts with album covers that took inspiration from the avant garde jazz s primarily african american musicians
and their producers sought to challenge and inspire listeners both musically and visually arranged
chronologically each chapter covers a key period in jazz history from the earliest days of the twentieth
century to today s postmodern jazz chapters begin with substantive introductions and present the evolution
of jazz imagery in all its forms mirroring the shifting nature of the music itself with two authoritative features
per chapter and over 300 images the art of jazz is a significant contribution to the literature of this intrepid
art form
The Penguin Guide to Blues Recordings 2006 this new completely revised edition of the penguin guidesurveys the
major classical recordings issued and reissued over the past five decades many of which have dominated the
catalogue because of their sheer excellence irrespective of their recording dates more thorough than ever before
it indicates key recordings on cd as well as on dvd with their extra video dimension and enhanced sacd including
those in surround sound if you want the finest available version of any major classical work including dvds of
opera and ballet you will find it listed and acutely assessed in these pages the penguin guide to recorded
classical music offers the pick of the latest releases as well as all key established recordings the greatest
historic recordings many in outstanding new transfers including the very first recording of beethoven s fifth
symphony an in depth survey of the best of the budget priced cds including countless new issues a comprehensive
new collection of portraits of the major artists singers conductors and instrumentalists
The Rolling Stone Jazz Record Guide 1985 the author of the magisterial a biographical guide to the great jazz
and pop singers now approaches the great singers and their greatest work in an innovative and revelatory way
through considering their finest albums which is the format in which this music was most resonantly organized
and presented to its public from the 1940s until the very recent decline of the cd it is through their albums
that ella fitzgerald frank sinatra peggy lee sarah vaughan nat king cole judy garland and the rest of the
glorious honor roll of jazz and pop singers have been most tellingly and lastingly appreciated and the history
of the album itself as will friedwald sketches it can now be seen as a crucial part of musical history we come
to understand that at their finest albums have not been mere collections of individual songs strung together
arbitrarily but organic phenomena in their own right a sinatra album a fitzgerald album was planned and
structured to show these artists at their best at a specific moment in their artistic careers yet the albums
friedwald has chosen to anatomize go about their work in a variety of ways there are studio and solo albums
lee s black coffee june christy s something cool cassandra wilson s belly of the sun there are brilliant
collaborations famous ones tony bennett and bill evans louis armstrong and oscar peterson and wonderful
surprises like doris day and robert goulet singing annie get your gun there are theme albums dinah washington
singing fats waller maxine sullivan singing andy razaf margaret whiting singing jerome kern barb jungr singing bob
dylan and the sublime jo stafford singing american and scottish folk songs there are also stunning concert
albums like ella in berlin sarah in japan lena at the waldorf and of course judy at carnegie hall all the greats
are on hand from kay starr and carmen mcrae to jimmy scott and della reese della della cha cha cha and from
out of left field the astounding god bless tiny tim each of the fifty seven albums discussed here captures the
artist at a high point if not at the expected moment of her or his career the individual cuts are evaluated the
sequencing explicated the songs and songwriters heralded anecdotes abound of how songs were born and how
artists and producers collaborated and in appraising each album friedwald balances his own opinions with
those of musicians listeners and critics a monumental achievement the great jazz and pop vocal albums is an
essential book for lovers of american jazz and popular music
Jazz 1988 the story of a transgender child based on the real life experience of jazz jennings who has become a
spokesperson for transkids everywhere this is an essential tool for parents and teachers to share with children
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whether those kids identify as trans or not i wish i had had a book like this when i was a kid struggling with
gender identity questions i found it deeply moving in its simplicity and honesty laverne cox who plays sophia in
orange is the new black from the time she was two years old jazz knew that she had a girl s brain in a boy s
body she loved pink and dressing up as a mermaid and didn t feel like herself in boys clothing this confused her
family until they took her to a doctor who said that jazz was transgender and that she was born that way
jazz s story is based on her real life experience and she tells it in a simple clear way that will be appreciated by
picture book readers their parents and teachers
The Rolling Stone Jazz & Blues Album Guide 1999 jazz blazes with an intensity more usually found in tragic
poetry of the past morrison s voice transcends colour and creed and she has become one of america s
outstanding post war writers guardian joe trace in his fifties door to door salesman of cleopatra beauty
products erstwhile devoted husband shoots dead his lover of three months the impetuous eighteen year old
dorcas at the funeral his determined hard working wife violet who is given to stumbling into dark mental cracks
tries with a knife to disfigure the corpse passionate and profound jazz brings us back and forth in time in a
narrative assembled from the hopes fears and realities of black urban life she wrote about what was difficult
and what was necessary and in doing so she unearthed for a generation of people a kind of redemption a kind of
relief chimamanda ngozi adichie new york times by the nobel prize winning author of beloved winner of the pen saul
bellow award for achievement in american fiction
The Art of Jazz 2020-10-20 presidents are ranked wrong in the jazz age president defending warren g harding
ryan walters mounts a case that harding deserves to move up and supplies the evidence to make that case
strong amity shlaes bestselling author of coolidge he s the butt of political jokes frequently subjected to
ridicule and almost never absent a worst presidents list where he most often ends up at the bottom historians
have labeled him the worst president ever dead last unfit and incompetent to name but a few many
contemporaries were equally cruel h l mencken called him a nitwit to alice roosevelt longworth he was a slob
such is the current reputation of our 29th president warren gamaliel harding in an interesting survey in 1982
which divided the scholarly respondents into conservative and liberal categories both groups picked harding as
the worst president but historian ryan walters shows that harding a humble man from marion ohio has been
unfairly remembered he quickly fixed an economy in depression and started the boom of the roaring twenties
healed a nation in the throes of social disruption and reversed america s interventionist foreign policy
The Penguin Guide to Recorded Music 2008 equal parts true crime twentieth century history and science
thriller the poisoner s handbook is a vicious page turning story that reads more like raymond chandler than
madame curie the new york observer the poisoner s handbook breathes deadly life into the roaring twenties
financial times reads like science fiction complete with suspense mystery and foolhardy guys in lab coats tipping
test tubes of mysterious chemicals into their own mouths npr what we re reading a fascinating jazz age tale of
chemistry and detection poison and murder the poisoner s handbook is a page turning account of a forgotten era
in early twentieth century new york poisons offered an easy path to the perfect crime science had no place in the
tammany hall controlled coroner s office and corruption ran rampant however with the appointment of chief
medical examiner charles norris in 1918 the poison game changed forever together with toxicologist alexander
gettler the duo set the justice system on fire with their trailblazing scientific detective work triumphing over
seemingly unbeatable odds to become the pioneers of forensic chemistry and the gatekeepers of justice in 2014
pbs s american experience released a film based on the poisoner s handbook
The Great Jazz and Pop Vocal Albums 2017-11-07 whether you re cleaning out a closet basement or attic
full of records or you re searching for hidden gems to build your collection you can depend on goldmine record
album price guide to help you accurately identify and appraise your records in order to get the best price
knowledge is power so power up with goldmine 70 000 vinyl lps from 1948 to present hundreds of new artists
detailed listings with current values various artist collections and original cast recordings from movies
televisions and broadway 400 photos updated state of the market reports new feature articles advice on
buying and selling goldmine grading guide the industry standard
I Am Jazz 2014-09-04 jazz is the most colorful and varied art form in the world and it was born in one of the
most colorful and varied cities new orleans from the seed first planted by slave dances held in congo square
and nurtured by early ensembles led by buddy belden and joe king oliver jazz began its long winding odyssey
across america and around the world giving flower to a thousand different forms swing bebop cool jazz jazz
rock fusion and a thousand great musicians now in the history of jazz ted gioia tells the story of this music as
it has never been told before in a book that brilliantly portrays the legendary jazz players the breakthrough
styles and the world in which it evolved here are the giants of jazz and the great moments of jazz history jelly
roll morton the world s greatest hot tune writer louis armstrong whose o keh recordings of the mid 1920s
still stand as the most significant body of work that jazz has produced duke ellington at the cotton club
cool jazz greats such as gerry mulligan stan getz and lester young charlie parker s surgical precision of
attack miles davis s 1955 performance at the newport jazz festival ornette coleman s experiments with
atonality pat metheny s visionary extension of jazz rock fusion the contemporary sounds of wynton marsalis
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and the post modernists of the knitting factory gioia provides the reader with lively portraits of these and
many other great musicians intertwined with vibrant commentary on the music they created gioia also evokes
the many worlds of jazz taking the reader to the swamp lands of the mississippi delta the bawdy houses of new
orleans the rent parties of harlem the speakeasies of chicago during the jazz age the after hours spots of
corrupt kansas city the cotton club the savoy and the other locales where the history of jazz was made and
as he traces the spread of this protean form gioia provides much insight into the social context in which the
music was born he shows for instance how the development of technology helped promote the growth of jazz
how ragtime blossomed hand in hand with the spread of parlor and player pianos and how jazz rode the growing
popularity of the record industry in the 1920s we also discover how bebop grew out of the racial unrest of
the 1940s and 50s when black players no longer content with being entertainers wanted to be recognized as
practitioners of a serious musical form jazz is a chameleon art delighting us with the ease and rapidity with
which it changes colors now in ted gioia s the history of jazz we have at last a book that captures all these
colors on one glorious palate knowledgeable vibrant and comprehensive it is among the small group of books
that can truly be called classics of jazz literature
Jazz 2014-09-04 a visual history of america s jazz nightclubs of the 1940s and 1950s featuring exclusive
interviews and over 200 souvenir photos in the two decades before the civil rights movement jazz nightclubs
were among the first places that opened their doors to both black and white performers and club goers in jim
crow america in this extraordinary collection grammy award winning record executive and music historian jeff
gold looks back at this explosive moment in the history of jazz and american culture and the spaces at the
center of artistic and social change sittin in is a visual history of jazz clubs during these crucial decades when
some of the greatest names in in the genre billie holiday charlie parker ella fitzgerald dizzy gillespie miles davis
louis armstrong oscar peterson and many others were headlining acts across the country in many of the clubs
black and white musicians played together and more significantly people of all races gathered together to enjoy
an evening s entertainment house photographers roamed the floor and for a dollar took picture of patrons
that were developed on site and could be taken home in a keepsake folder with the club s name and logo sittin in
tells the story of the most popular club in these cities through striking images first hand anecdotes true tales
about the musicians who performed their unforgettable shows notes on important music recorded live there and
more all of this is supplemented by colorful club memorabilia including posters handbills menus branded
matchbooks and more inside you ll also find exclusive in depth interviews conducted specifically for this book
with the legendary quincy jones jazz great tenor saxophonist sonny rollins pulitzer prize winning fashion critic
robin givhan jazz musician and creative director of the kennedy center jason moran and jazz critic dan
morgenstern gold surveys america s jazz scene and its intersection with racism during segregation focusing on
three crucial regions the east coast new york atlantic city boston washington d c the midwest chicago
cleveland detroit st louis kansas city and the west coast los angeles san francisco this collection of
ephemeral snapshots tells the story of an era that helped transform american life beginning the move from
traditional dixieland jazz to bebop from conservatism to the push for personal freedom
The Jazz Age President 2022-02-15 this fantastically varied and exciting collection celebrates the great
japanese short story from its modern origins in the nineteenth century to the remarkable works being written
today short story writers already well known to english language readers are all included here tanizaki
akutagawa murakami mishima kawabata but also many surprising new finds from yuko tsushima s flames to
yuten sawanishi s filling up with sugar from shin ichi hoshi s shoulder top secretary to banana yoshimoto s bee
honey the penguin book of japanese short stories is filled with fear charm beauty and comedy curated by jay
rubin who has himself freshly translated several of the stories and introduced by haruki murakami this book
will be a revelation to its readers
The Poisoner's Handbook 2011-01-25 a radiantly accomplished music scholar presents an accessible
introduction to the art of listening to jazz wall street journal in how to listen to jazz award winning music
scholar ted gioia presents a lively introduction to one of america s premier art forms he tells us what to
listen for in a performance and includes a guide to today s leading jazz musicians from louis armstrong s
innovative sounds to the jazz rock fusion of miles davis gioia covers the music s history and reveals the
building blocks of improvisation a true love letter to jazz by a foremost expert how to listen to jazz is a must
read for anyone who s ever wanted to understand and better appreciate america s greatest contribution to
music mr gioia could not have done a better job through him jazz might even find new devotees economist
Goldmine Record Album Price Guide 2009-09-08 in this marvelous oral history the words of such legends as
louis armstrong fats waller jelly roll morton duke ellington and billy holiday trace the birth growth and
changes in jazz over the years
The History of Jazz 1997-11-20 get ready for season 4 of the popular tlc show i am jazz teen advocate and
trailblazer jazz jennings named one of the 25 most influential teens of the year by time shares her very public
transgender journey as she inspires people to accept the differences in others while they embrace their own
truths jazz s touching book serves as a rallying cry for understanding and acceptance bustle jazz jennings is
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one of the youngest and most prominent voices in the national discussion about gender identity at the age of
five jazz transitioned to life as a girl with the support of her parents a year later her parents allowed her to
share her incredible journey in her first barbara walters interview aired at a time when the public was much less
knowledgeable or accepting of the transgender community this groundbreaking interview was followed over the
years by other high profile interviews a documentary the launch of her youtube channel a picture book and her
own reality tv series i am jazz making her one of the most recognizable activists for transgender teens children
and adults in her remarkable memoir jazz reflects on these very public experiences and how they have helped shape
the mainstream attitude toward the transgender community but it hasn t all been easy jazz has faced many
challenges bullying discrimination and rejection yet she perseveres as she educates others about her life as a
transgender teen through it all her family has been beside her on this journey standing together against those
who don t understand the true meaning of tolerance and unconditional love now jazz must learn to navigate
the physical social and emotional upheavals of adolescence particularly high school complicated by the
unique challenges of being a transgender teen making the journey from girl to woman is never easy especially
when you began your life in a boy s body praise for jazz jennings jazz is one of the transgender community s most
important activists cosmopolitan a role model for teens everywhere seventeen com wise beyond her years teen
vogue
Sittin' In 2020-11-17 a landmark in jazz studies thinking in jazz reveals as never before how musicians both
individually and collectively learn to improvise chronicling leading musicians from their first encounters with
jazz to the development of a unique improvisatory voice paul berliner documents the lifetime of preparation
that lies behind the skilled improviser s every idea the product of more than fifteen years of immersion in the jazz
world thinking in jazz combines participant observation with detailed musicological analysis the author s
experience as a jazz trumpeter interpretations of published material by scholars and performers and above all
original data from interviews with more than fifty professional musicians bassists george duvivier and rufus
reid drummers max roach ronald shannon jackson and akira tana guitarist emily remler pianists tommy flanagan
and barry harris saxophonists lou donaldson lee konitz and james moody trombonist curtis fuller trumpeters
doc cheatham art farmer wynton marsalis and red rodney vocalists carmen lundy and vea williams and others
together the interviews provide insight into the production of jazz by great artists like betty carter miles davis
dizzy gillespie coleman hawkins and charlie parker thinking in jazz overflows with musical examples from the
1920s to the present including original transcriptions keyed to commercial recordings of collective
improvisations by miles davis s and john coltrane s groups these transcriptions provide additional insight into
the structure and creativity of jazz improvisation and represent a remarkable resource for jazz musicians as
well as students and educators berliner explores the alternative ways aural visual kinetic verbal emotional
theoretical associative in which these performers conceptualize their music and describes the delicate interplay
of soloist and ensemble in collective improvisation berliner s skillful integration of data concerning musical
development the rigorous practice and thought artists devote to jazz outside of performance and the
complexities of composing in the moment leads to a new understanding of jazz improvisation as a language an
aesthetic and a tradition this unprecedented journey to the heart of the jazz tradition will fascinate and
enlighten musicians musicologists and jazz fans alike
The Penguin Book of Japanese Short Stories 2018-06-28 publisher description
How to Listen to Jazz 2016-05-17 penguin classics is the largest and best known classics imprint in the world
from the epic of gilgamesh to the poetry of the first world war and covering all the greatest works of fiction
poetry drama history and philosophy in between this reader s companion encompasses 500 authors 1 200 books
and 4 000 years of world literature stuffed full of stories author biographies book summaries and
recommendations and illustrated with thousands of historic penguin classic covers this is an exhilarating and
comprehensive guide for anyone who wants to explore and discover the best books ever written
Hear Me Talkin' to Ya 2012-08-16 what is the president congress and the supreme court really allowed to
do this unique and handy guide includes the documents that guide our government annotated with accessible
explanations from one of america s most esteemed constitutional scholars known across the country for his
appearance on the daily show with jon stewart professor richard beeman is one of the nation s foremost
experts on the united states constitution in this book he has produced what every american should have a
compact fully annotated copy of the declaration of independence the constitution and amendments all in their
entirety a marvel of accessibility and erudition the guide also features a history of the making of the
constitution with excerpts from the federalist papers and a look at crucial supreme court cases that reminds
us that the meaning of many of the specific provisions of the constitution has changed over time excellent
valuable and judicious jill lepore the new yorker
Being Jazz 2016-06-07 from the bible through dante and up to treblinka and guant�namo bay here is a rich
source for nightmares the new york times book review three thousand years of visions of hell from the ancient
near east to modern america a penguin classic from the hebrew bible s shadowy realm of sheol to twenty first
century visions of hell on earth the penguin book of hell takes us through three thousand years of eternal
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damnation along the way you ll take a ferry ride with aeneas to hades across the river acheron meet the devil
as imagined by a twelfth century irish monk a monster with a thousand giant hands wander the nine circles of
hell in dante s inferno in which gluttons liars heretics murderers and hypocrites are made to endure crime
appropriate torture and witness the debates that raged in victorian england when new scientific advances cast
doubt on the idea of an eternal hereafter drawing upon religious poetry epics theological treatises stories of
miracles and accounts of saints lives this fascinating volume of hellscapes illuminates how hell has long
haunted us in both life and death for more than seventy five years penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the english speaking world with more than 2 000 titles penguin classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors as well as up to date translations by award winning translators
Thinking in Jazz 2009-10-05 reviews and rates the best recordings of 8 900 blues artists in all styles
It's about that Time 2007 one of the best books of the year npr gq billboard jazztimes in jazz parlance playing
changes refers to an improviser s resourceful path through a chord progression in this definitive guide to the
jazz of our time leading critic nate chinen boldly expands on that idea taking us through the key changes
concepts events and people that have shaped jazz since the turn of the century from wayne shorter and henry
threadgill to kamasi washington and esperanza spalding from the phrase america s classical music to an
explosion of new ideas and approaches from claims of jazz s demise to the living breathing scene that exerts
influence on mass culture hip hop and r b grounded in authority and brimming with style packed with essential
album lists and listening recommendations playing changes takes the measure of this exhilarating moment and the
shimmering possibilities to come
The Penguin Classics Book 2019-02-21
The Penguin Guide to the United States Constitution 2010-08-31
The Penguin Book of Hell 2018-09-04
All Music Guide to the Blues 2003
Playing Changes 2019-07-23
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